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The Essential Guide to CSS and HTML Web DesignFriends of Ed, 2007
The Essential Guide to CSS and HTML Web Design is a special book—it will tell you all you need to know to design great web sites that are standards compliant, usable, and look great, but not overwhelm you with waffle, theory, and obscure details.    It is designed to be invaluable to you, whatever stage you are at in your...
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InDesign for QuarkXPress UsersPeachpit Press, 2003
While QuarkXPress is the most-widely used page-layout program in the world, Adobe InDesign is rapidly gaining ground with better typography and transparency features, speedier performance, and more overall control. Plus, InDesign 2 is Mac OS X native, QuarkXPress 5 isn't.  But if you're a QuarkXPress user thinking of making the switch to InDesign,...
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Microsoft Expression Blend BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Create amazing interfaces that encourage visitors
   The impact of an aesthetically pleasing user interface is remarkable. Web site visitors respond eagerly to attractive, easy-to-use designs, and Blend allows you to create these with much less effort. This A-to-Z guide shows you how to design a new generation of applications...
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Basics Typography: Virtual TypographyAva Publishing, 2009

	"Basics Typography: Virtual Typography" addresses a fundamentally new form of typographical communication. The book explores the visual arrangement of words and letters in the context of multimedia. Here, this arrangement is not simply a spatial positioning of text information it is also bound by time. The increasing use of moving,...
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Creative Motion Graphic Titling for Film, Video, and the WebFocal Press, 2010

	Captivate your audience and enhance your storytelling with this tutorial based 4-color cookbook, featuring dozens of solutions to your titling needs. Each chapter includes case studies and interviews with the pros, lending cutting insight and lessons learned that will have you creating inspired title sequences in no time.


	The book...
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Art and Design in PhotoshopFocal Press, 2008
Create a dazzling array of effects in Photoshop, from stencils to stained-glass windows, under the professional guidance of photomontage guru Steve Caplin     

       Fancy designing your own classic and contemporary movie posters, books and magazine covers?

Feel like turning your photographs into works by Turner, Matisse and...
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The Responsive WebManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		The Responsive Web is an easy-to-read introduction to responsive web design packed with instantly useful tips and techniques, and dozens of examples that show you exactly how to benefit from this valuable approach. You'll learn innovative ways to use what you already know along with design...
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White Space is Not Your Enemy: A Beginner's Guide to Communicating Visually through Graphic, Web and Multimedia DesignFocal Press, 2010

	Designing a brochure or web site without an art background? Step away from the computer and read this breezy introduction to visual communications first. Written for non-designers, White Space is Not Your Enemy is a practical graphic design and layout text introducing the concepts and practices necessary for producing effective visual...
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Typography Essentials: 100 Design Principles for Working with Type (Design Essentials)Rockport Publishers, 2011

	
		A deep understanding of letterforms and knowledge of their effective use can only be obtained with constant observation and experimentation; it evolves over a lifetime of design practice and study. This comprehensive guide is intended to advance the progress of designers seeking to deepen their typographic expertise. Typography...
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Art of Computer Programming/Sorting and Searching (Computer Science and Information Processing)Addison Wesley, 1973
 

For  the first time in more than 20 years, Knuth has revised all three books  to reflect more recent developments in the field. His revisions focus  specifically on those areas where knowledge has converged since  publication of the last editions, on problems that have been solved, on  problems that have changed. In...
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Web Dragons: Inside the Myths of Search Engine TechnologyMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
In the eye-blink that has elapsed since the turn of the millennium, the lives of those of us who work with information have been utterly transformed. Pretty well all we need to know is on the web; if not today, then tomorrow. Its where we learn and play, shop and do business, keep up with old friends and meet new ones. What makes it possible for us...
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1,000 Type Treatments: From Script to Serif, Letterforms Used to PerfectionRockport Publishers, 2008

	
		
			New miniature version!

		
			...
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